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ITHOUT LOANS, few American museums 
could project a major exhibition of Goya's 
work; and even then, only by including 

prints and drawings as well as paintings. Fewer would 
choose to put forth both the certain and the contro- 
versial in a search for further insight. It is to be hoped 
that the decision to do so, as seen in the exhibition 
held at the Metropolitan Museum in 1995, will inspire 
other institutions to emulate the experience. For, the 
general public, like specialists, are fascinated by quite 
respectable works perhaps only attributable: Is it by 
Goya? If not, by whom? and by the responses-confi- 
dent, assured, or arguable-these questions provoke. 
And, as this exhibition demonstrated, paintings now 
thought controversial include at least a few whose 
appeal has hardly diminished if they originated with a 
less inventive, though only scarcely less capable, artist. 

While exhibitions limited to Goya's creativity alone 
illustrate (or presume to define) a basic core of his 
extraordinarily diverse oeuvre, confrontation with ques- 
tionable works, repetitions, copies, and even fakes- 
all rarely met in loan exhibitions-can heighten 
discernment and understanding of the essences of 
originals, of works by artists close to Goya, and by those 
who followed in his path. 

In Naples the fairly recent Ribera exhibition, for 
example, offered in an adjacent gallery paintings by 
artists associable with Ribera, granting an aid to com- 
parison denied audiences in Madrid and in New York.1 
In this sense, none of the many recent Goya exhibitions 
has equaled that seen in Madrid in 1932: "Antecedentes, 
coincidencias e influencias del arte de Goya." With 
loans predominantly from Spanish collections, it 
examined-as invaluably documented in LaFuente 
Ferrari's catalogue and study published some fifteen 
years later (and recently reprinted)-not only Goya's 
art but that of his predecessors, contemporaries, fol- 
lowers, and imitators.2 

As the attribution history of A City on a Rock (Figure i) 
testifies, precisely what is believed "controversial" 
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Figure i. Style of Francisco de Goya y Lucientes (Spanish, 
1746-1828). A City on a Rock. Oil on canvas, 83.8 x 104.1 cm. The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, H. O. Havemeyer Collection, 
Bequest of Mrs. H. O. Havemeyer, 1929, 29.100.12 

varies as each generation and its members seek to dis- 
cern the "true" Goya amid originals, repetitions, 
copies, school works, works "after" Goya, the Goyesque, 
and fakes. And as new comprehensions emerge, the 
once credibly affirmed may beg revision. 

As we observe, examine, and seek to discern, we 
might recall how Goya and those around him looked 
upon original, repetition, copy, and-yes-fake. 

Ceain Bermudez (Figure 2), Goya's friend and 
admirer, writer on art and artists, collector, and con- 
noisseur, in a "letter to a friend on knowing original 
paintings and copies" published in 1806 or 1807, cat- 
egorized five kinds of "copy painting," or painting imi- 
tating an original or another copy: the inexact; the 
servile (or slavish) imitation; that "touched" by the 
original artist; the exact (or unvaryingly precise); and 
that by the author of the original, insisting that the last 
be called not a copy but a repetition (replica is now the 
preferred term). He considered a good copy to be use- 
ful in the absence of the original, more valuable than a 
mediocre original, and sometimes better than the 
original (here invoking Velazquez's teacher, Francisco 
Pacheco [1564-1644], who found an early-seventeenth- 
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Figure 2. Goya. Juan Agustin Cein Bermidez. Red chalk on paper, 
12.2 X 9.8 cm. Madrid, private collection (photo: courtesy of 
Servicio de Reprografia de la Biblioteca Nacional de Madrid) 

century copy superior in color to its sixteenth-century 
original, a Crucifixion by Pedro de Campafia). But 
aware of copyists' and pasticheurs' imitations in 
Spanish collections, some boasting supposed signa- 
tures of original artists and thus purportedly originals, 
Ceain thought it a pity that great conecedores were not 
also about to recognize false attributions and prevent 
their perpetuation. He warned his prospective collec- 
tor that "in no art is there such charlatanism ... nor so 
much deception as in the buying of pictures."3 

To Cean's categories we should add others that are 
potentially problematic: copies made by developing 
artists studying and replicating respected originals; an 
artist's small-scale sketches for a composition to be 
rendered, or "copied," in a larger format, like Goya's 
large tapestry cartoons and those he submitted in 
accommodating fresco commissions-for both of 
which replicas and/or copies survive;4 and small oils, 
anticipatory or preparatory, for a larger work and fre- 
quently held for reference should a "repetition" be 
requested, as are known in El Greco's oeuvre as well. 
Some of the small works may become confounded 
with "reductions," presumably small-size copies of 
larger paintings. 

Goya's experience and views concerning copies are 
well known. Despite his contention that a God-created 
Nature furnished models far superior to any by mere 
human hands (here referring specifically to antique 
sculptures academy students were to copy rather than 
to draw from life),5 Goya also copied (if reluctantly) 
while a student, primarily from prints. As a young 

Figure 3. Goya. Etching after Velazquez's Los borrachos. Etching, 315 x 430 mm. Figure 4. Goya. Etching after Velazquez's Las 
The Hispanic Society of America (photo: The Hispanic Society of America) Meninas. Etching, 405 x 325 mm. Madrid, 

Biblioteca Nacional (photo: Biblioteca Nacional) 
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Figure 5. Goya. Self-portrait, detail from The Family of Charles IV. 
Oil on canvas, 280 X 336 cm. Madrid, Museo del Prado (photo: 
Arxiu Mas) 

artist aware that a greater appreciation of works in 
Spain's royal collections could be gained via repro- 
ductive prints, he copied and translated paintings by 
his revered Velazquez (Figures 3, 4) into monochrome 
prints.6 As a mature artist and teacher, he apparently 
had no objection to the inclusion in the 1804 academy 
exhibition of six drawings copying his own prints; these 
were submitted by the young Luis Gil Ranz (1787- 
1867), who had come to Madrid to study with him.7 

Further muddling considerations of original and 
copy among paintings are the actions of time and the 
restorations these make imperative. Goya vehemently 
expressed his feelings on the subject. As he argued in 
criticizing a restorer's efforts early in 1801 (shortly 
after painting this self-portrait included in The Family 
of Carlos IV; (see Figure 5), the more pictures are 
"touched" under the pretext of conservation, the 
more they are destroyed; even the artist himself, if 
brought back to life, could not perfectly restore his 
pictures, their color tones having aged by time; nor 
could the freshness, fleeting imagination, and harmony 
engendered on initial creation be retained. "Time also 
paints!" as he put it.8 Or, as Dryden said in lines dedi- 
cated to Sir Godfrey Kneller, England's seventeenth- 

Figure 6. Goya. The Osuna Family, 1788. Oil on canvas, 225 X 174 
cm. Madrid, Museo del Prado (photo: Arxiu Mas) 

century royal portraitist: ". .. time shall with his ready 
Pencil ... / Retouch your figures, [and] with his ripen- 
ing hand / Mellow your colours, and imbrown the 
Teint, / Add every Grace [and] give more Beauties 
than he takes away."9 

In July, Goya again felt forced to contend: "I ... 
repeat my opinion that with restored pictures, time is 
not so destructive as are the restorers/. .. each day 
shows more clearly where they have put their hands... 
it is not that some [pictures] do not require relining 
and restoration but that the restorer's brush should 
not extend beyond that which is 'roto' (damaged or 
destroyed), nor be held by one who neither knows nor 
respects the work he restores."'0 

With Goya's painting, challenges arise on consider- 
ing degrees of original, repetition, copy, pastiche, and 
fake, all of which can suffer the effects of time and 
human intervention. Yet until photography could 
transport multiple images abroad, copies-as Cean 
appreciated-played a legitimate role and were val- 
ued whether by the artist or by others working with, or 
after, him. 

With the proclamation of Charles IV and Maria 
Luisa as Spain's king and queen in January 1789, 
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Figure 7. Goya. Maria Luisa, Queen of Spain, in Court 
Dress. Oil on canvas, 210 X 130 cm. Madrid, Palacio 
Real (photo: Arxiu Mas) 

Figure 8. Copy after Goya. Maria Luisa of Parma, Queen of 
Spain. Oil on canvas, 110.5 x 85.1 cm. The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, H. O. Havemeyer Collection, Bequest of 
Mrs. H. O. Havemeyer, 1929, 29.100.11 
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Figure 9. Goya. Maria Luisa, Queen of Spain, with Black 
Mantilla. Oil on canvas, 210 x 130 cm. Madrid, Palacio 
Real (photo: Patrimonio Nacional) 
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Figure o. Copy after Goya. Maria Luisa, Queen of Spain, with 
Black Mantilla. Oil on canvas, 46 x 30 cm. Washington, D.C., 
National Gallery of Art (photo: National Gallery of Art) 
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Goya, a Painter to the King soon to become Court 
Painter, was called upon for numerous portraits of 
each: two pairs in half and in full length;1l pairs for the 
Academia de Historia,12 and others for display before 
the Campomanes palace during the king and queen's 
solemn entry in September.13 The Osunas, portrayed 
by Goya in 1788 (Figure 6), also owned a pair,14 and a 
pair belonging to the Prado are replicated in a pair in 
Seville (with Goya's receipts of May 1789) as well as in 
other surviving repetitions and copies.15 Over a 
decade later, Goya within a few days in June 18oo 
painted still another portrait of the queen, since, as 
she commented,"the rest" were finished and very suit- 
able (propio).16 

A year later, although ill, Goya worked in mid- 
summer 1801 on two copies of full-length portraits of 
the king and queen, which he completed for their 
viewing on August 11.17 The portrait of Maria Luisa 
was stipulated as not to be that in which she wore a yel- 
low dress-the one in the Palacio Real (Figure 7), of 
which a three-quarter-length copy appeared in the 
Museum's exhibition (Figure 8) and a "reduction" was 
once in Madrid'8-but a previous one in which she 
wears a black dress and mantilla (quite probably the 
portrait also in the Palacio Real [Figure 9], which is also 
known in several copies) and in a "reduction" (Figure 
o), perhaps by Esteve, in the National Gallery of Art, 

Washington.19 More painstakingly literal than the larg- 
er portrait, the dress more opaquely black, and the 
background greenery more rigidly defined, this 
"reduction" is assuredly a copy, perhaps intended as a 
more transportable likeness. 

Writing to her favorite, Manuel Godoy, in October 
1799, Maria Luisa recalled his having liked the por- 
traits Goya painted of her in September, one "with 
mantilla" (see Figure 9) and the other picturing her 
upon her horse, Marcial (Figure 11). She hoped that 
a copy Goya was painting for him would turn out well, 
and she also wanted Godoy to have copies of the "man- 
tilla" and equestrian portraits "made" by Esteve.20 

Unquestionably, among replicas and copies denied 
attribution to Goya are copies by Agustin Esteve,21 
who began working with Goya during the 178os. 
Triumphant in Madrid academy competitions during 
the 177os while a student, he preceded Goya as a 
painter favored by the Osunas, and his career, primar- 
ily as a portraitist, continued into the second decade 
of the nineteenth century.22 A Madrid "agent" asked 
to arrange for a portrait in June 1814 advised his 
client that while public opinion thought Goya the best 
portraitist, Esteve, too, was highly regarded.23 
Appreciating Esteve's talents as portraitist, copyist 
(and miniaturist), Goya quite matter-of-factly wrote to 

Figure 11. Goya. Maria Luzsa, Queen of Spain, astride MarciaL Oil on 
canvas, 335 x 279 cm. Madrid, Museo del Prado (photo: Museo del 
Prado) 

the minister Miguel Cayetano Soler in October 1803 
that his portrait and its copy by Esteve were finished.24 
Both would have been painted almost simultaneously, 
Goya working from his model and Esteve most proba- 
bly from Goya's picture. 

As Esteve's failing eyesight caused him to retire to 
Valencia by 1820, Goya sought others to copy his 
paintings. Thus Asensio Julia, another Valencian, 
twice repeated (reportedly in Goya's studio) Goya's 
Self-Portrait with Dr Arrieta of 1820 (Figure 12).25 In 1 82 1, 
a Zaragoza painter, Narciso Lalana, signed and dated 
one of three known versions (Figure 13) of Goya's pre- 
sumably lost portrait of Ramon Pignatelli painted 
about 1790.26 

Copies of royal portraits, whether by Goya, Esteve, 
or others, and, for example, Esteve's copy of the Soler 
portrait, Lalana's of the Pignatelli, and Julia's of the 
Self-Portrait with Dr Arrieta, fall within three-if not 
four-of Cean's five categories of copy painting: the 
artist's own repetition, the "exact" copy, the copy 
"touched" by the artist himself, and possibly the servile 
imitation. For Cean and others of the time, these 
would represent "good" copies, useful stand-ins for 
originals, perhaps better, and possibly even more valu- 
able than a mediocre (or, in Goya's case, a hurried?) 
original. 
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Figure 12. Goya. Self-Portrait with Dr Arrieta. Oil on canvas, 
117 x 79 cm. Minneapolis Institute of Art (photo: 
Minneapolis Institute of Art) 

Figure 13. Narciso Lalana. Copy after Goya's Portrait of 
Ram6n Pignatelli. Oil on canvas, 219 x 137 cm. Zaragoza, 
Museo de Bellas Artes (photo: Arxiu Mas) 

Figure 14. After Goya. Sabasa Garcia and an Unknown Gentleman. Figure 15. Goya. Sabasa Garcia. Oil on canvas, 71 x 58 cm. 
Oil on canvas, 39.8 x 32 cm. England, private collection (photo: Washington, D.C., National Gallery of Art (photo: 
courtesy of the owner) National Gallery of Art) 
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But what of the inexact or inaccurate? the pastiche 
or fake? And what of student-artists' copies, small pre- 
liminary oils, and "reductions"? Several examples illus- i 

:...- ; 
trate their disparate character. 

Clearly "inexact," an unsigned, small version of the i! 
portrait of Sabasa Garcia in Washington (Figures 14, - 
15) seemed merely curious when brought to me sev- 
eral years ago. However, an old inscription on its verso - 
added information concerning Sabasa, which inspired 
me to study and examine both paintings.2 The results - 

suggest that the smaller canvas may have originated in 
Goya's studio while the lower right area of the larger 
portrait remained unresolved. Having a smaller, unfin- 
ished version, possibly a boceto, the adulterator(s) sub- 
sequently overpainted Sabasa's image (as X rays 
prove) and, with verifiably later pigments, added the 
male profile head in what had been the unresolved . - 
area. Its features seem evocative of those seen in paint- 
ings by Asencio Julia (as in the small canvas, The 
Shipwrecked, of ca. 1815; Figure 16), who, as we have 
noted, reportedly copied Goya's Self-Portrait with D7:. 
Arrieta in Goya's studio in 1820. 

A Goyesque Village Bullfight (Figure 17) has quali- 
fied as both fake and pastiche. But although techni-- : 

cally a fake while exhibited through the late 193os as Figure 16. AsencioJulia Alvarrachi. The Shipwrecked. Oil on canvas, 
by Goya and carrying a false Goya signature,28 it was not 58.2 x 44.7 cm. Valencia, Museu Sant Pius V (photo: Arxiu Mas) 
so created. Rather, it is one of many Goyesque paint- 
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Figure 17. Eugenio 
Lucas Velizquez. Village 
Bullfight. Oil on canvas, 
56 x 73 cm. New York, 
The Hispanic Society of 

America (photo: The 
Hispanic Society of 
America) 
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Figure 18. Attributed to Goya. Majas on a Balcony. Oil on canvas, 
194.9 X 125.7 cm. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, H. O. 
Havemeyer Collection, Bequest of Mrs. H. O. Havemeyer, 1929, 
29.100.10 

ings by Goya's most prolific imitator, Eugenio Lucas 
Velazquez, as was clear before his scratched-out signa- 
ture was covered with a more marketable "Goya" (now 
removed). During the 186os Lucas satisfied the 
Goyesque taste shared by a clientele that included the 
wealthy Jose de Salamanca-and he copied the 
Infante Don Sebastian's version of the Majas on a 
Balcony, now in the Metropolitan (Figure 18),29 
though apparently not Salamanca's version that 
Yriarte in 1867 thought might be a repetition (that is, 
a replica) or possibly a copy by Leonardo Alenza,30 
whose copies and imitations of Goya's paintings found 
a ready market among Spanish collectors. 

While in Madrid in 1867-68, the young Mariano 
Fortuny was differently inspired, copying paintings by 
Velazquez and Goya to refine his own considerable tal- 
ent. With Goya's portrait of Pedro Mocarte (Figure 19) 
painted about 1805, then in the home of Luis de 
Madrazo, his soon-to-be uncle-in-law, Fortuny painted 
a copy nearly identical in size (Figure 20). s Some 
years after acquiring Goya's Pedro Mocarte in 1906, 
Archer M. Huntington, founder of The Hispanic 
Society of America, where both Mocarte portraits 
remain, bought Fortuny's copy through the deceased 
Fortuny's brother-in-law, Raimundo de Madrazo, from 

Figure 19. Goya. Pedro Mocarte. Oil on canvas, 78 x 57 cm. 
New York, The Hispanic Society of Americ (photo: The 
Hispanic Society of America) 

Figure 20. Mariano Fortuny. Copy after Goya's Pedro Mocarte. 
Oil on canvas, 75 x 56.5 cm. NewYork, The Hispanic Society 
of America (photo: The Hispanic Society of America) 
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Figure 21. Goya. The Marchioness de Santa Cruz Oil on 
canvas, 147 x 97 cm. Paris, Musee du Louvre (photo: 
Reunion des Musees Nationaux) 

Figure 22. After Goya. The Marchioness de Santa Cruz. Oil 
on canvas, 52 x 34 cm. Paris, Musee du Louvre (photo: 
Reunion des Musees Nationaux) 

whom Huntington had bought the original as well. He 
kept Goya's original, a favorite of his, in his Fifth 
Avenue home, though in 1908 and 1910 he lent it to 
the Metropolitan.32 Since it did not reach the Hispanic 
Society until 1925, Fortuny's masterful copy (like 
Sargent's after a then-believed Velazquez, and others 
after equally unattainable Velazquez works in the 
Prado)33 could serve in the absence of the original-a 
usefulness Cean had acknowledged. 

Recalling Goya's comments on restoration, we may 
note how the Mocarte portraits, painted some seventy 
years apart, differ (if less so in actuality than in repro- 
ductions). Finding an asphaltum-impregnated varnish 
shading and balancing excessive light-and-dark con- 
trasts in the original, a conservator only partially 
removed it; a yellowed varnish mollifying Fortuny's 
copy was wholly removed, however, exposing precisely 
those imbalances.34 

Turning to "reductions," or small versions of por- 
traits by Goya, none as such entered the October 1812 
listing of paintings Goya assigned to his son,Javier, nor 
Brugada's later listing of paintings left behind in 
Goya's Quinta del Sordo country house.35 But not all 
Goya's works were included: small pictures (such as 
the tapestry-cartoon sketches), drawings, prints, and 
works in progress were omitted in 1812, possibly as 
being of inconsequential value or works that might 
still be needed or furthered and were therefore with- 
held by Goya. 

Curiously, small versions exist of three female por- 
traits dating from 1797 to 1799. The three women, 
prominent at the court (Queen Maria Luisa, see 
Figures 9, o1, and two who opposed her, Maria Anna 
Waldstein, marchioness de Santa Cruz, and the 
duchess of Alba), are each represented in an outdoor 
setting wearing a black dress and mantilla. 

Provenance, surface appearance, and technical 
examination of the large and small versions of the 
Marchioness de Santa Cruz portrait (Figures 21, 22) 
establish that the "reduction," although inscribed 
"Goya 1799" on its verso36 is, like the Washington Queen 
Maria Luisa (see Figure o), a copy. Once owned by 
Ferdinand Guillemardet, the French ambassador in 
Madrid portrayed by Goya in 1798-99 (Figure 23), 
this "reduction" may have been created for him as a 
portable souvenir (for he was strongly attracted to the 
marchioness, who, incidentally, was a painter-and a 
niece by marriage as well as a reported coconspirator 
of the duchess of Alba).37 

The more widely known portrait of the Duchess of 
Albain the Hispanic Society (Figure 24), dated 1797 and 
inscribed "Solo Goya" (the "solo" reemerging in 
1959),38 a painting Goya still held in 1812,39 also exists 
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Figure 23. Goya. Ferdinand Guillemardet. Oil on canvas, 
118.5 x 125 cm. Paris, Musee du Louvre (photo: 
Reunion des Musees Nationaux) 

in a small version (Figure 25) not recently cited in the 
Goya literature. A promised gift to the Hispanic 
Society, its size and the inscription-transcribed by 
Vifaza, who by 1887 had seen the picture in a Seville 
collection-identify it as a small portrait of the 
duchess known in Spain since the early 183os as by 
Goya, though not located there by 1915.40 In fact, it 
reached England, where it was sold at auction in 1939 
by Lady Sybil Grant, a daughter of the earl of Rosebery, 
and was acquired by a Philadelphia dealer.41 Unlike 
the Queen Maria Luisa in Washington, and the small 
Marchioness de Santa Cruz in Paris, this "reduction" is not 
clearly a repetition or copy. Although both the large 
and the small portraits of the duchess have been some- 
what affected by restoration, surface cleaning of the 
large portrait has lightened her once duskier appear- 
ance. Yet the more subdued expression observed in 
the small version, the red sash more hidden by the lacy 
black mantilla, the two extended, ringed fingers once 
more clearly holding a fan (as do Queen Maria Luisa 
and the Marchioness de Santa Cruz)42 rather than point- 
ing to the sand or the inscription traced in it,43 and X- 
ray study disclosing a working-through of details, 
indicate that this "reduction" evolved independently. 
And in both, the artist struggled in representing the 
duchess's face, reworking its shadowed side. With the 

Figure 24. Goya. The Duchess of Alba Oil on canvas, 210.2 
x 149.5 cm. New York, The Hispanic Society of 
America (photo: The Hispanic Society of America) 
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Figure 25. Goya. TheDuchess of Alba. Oil on canvas, 49.5 x 

34.3 cm. NewYork, private collection (photo: courtesy of 
the owner) 
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Figure 26. Goya. "A::n aprend. " k c , Mdrid, 

Figure 26. Goya. "Aun aprendo. "Black chalk, Madrid, Museo 
del Prado (photo: Museo del Prado) 

large portrait most probably painted in Goya's Madrid 
studio after his return from Andalusia in May 1797, 
was the small version produced earlier, at the duchess's 
San Lucar estate, as a preliminary study to be perfect- 
ed in Madrid?-just as Goya painted in Madrid royal 
family portraits he had sketched from life in royal 
country residences? Or was the small version to be 
another portable visual souvenir? Whichever, so-called 
reductions realizably may represent preliminary stud- 
ies as well as repetitions (replicas) and copies. 

Several close to Goya could meet a demand for 
copies and works in his manner: his known collaborator 
and pupils, and possibly his son,Javier (a self-declared 
painter who, as Mariano, Javier's son, asserted), had 
authored one of the "black" paintings removed from 
the Quinta del Sordo after Goya's death.44 And 
Javier, within a month following his father's death, was 
negotiating sales of Goya's works.45 Later, others such 
as Alenza and Lucas satisfied Goya aficionados, as may 
have as well the adept painter and copyist Maria del 
Rosario Weiss, daughter of Leocadia Weiss, the elderly 
Goya's companion in Bordeaux. 

Just as Rembrandt Research Project scholars striving 
to discern the true Rembrandt by observation, exami- 
nation, and consensus find some certainties elusive, as 
members of each generation gain a confidence that 

they alone have come to discern and know Goya, new 
insights and revelations may yet demand reassess- 
ments. As the problematic seems resolved for some, if 
not all, let the "controversial" not become confronta- 
tional but informational and remind us that, like the 
infirm though alert bearded elder drawn by Goya 
(Figure 26), all must always continue to learn. 
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